6027

Special Specification 6027
Preparation of Existing Conduits, Ground Boxes, or
Manholes
1.

DESCRIPTION
Prepare conduits, ground boxes, or manholes; replace conduits, ground boxes, or manholes, when
necessary; replace conduit fittings with junction boxes; replace damaged ground box or manholes covers;
adjust ground box or manholes covers; install pull lines in conduits; install cable racks in ground boxes or
manholes.

2.

MATERIALS
Provide new materials that comply with the details shown on the plans, the requirements of this Item, and to
the pertinent requirements of the following Items:
 Item 624, “Ground Boxes”
 Item 465, “Manholes and Inlets”
When conduit replacement is required, provide conduit meeting the requirements of Item 618, “Conduit.” Use
conduit of same size and type of that being replaced or as directed.
Provide 24 in. × 24 in. × 12 in. (L × W × D) minimum size NEMA 4X junction boxes with screw covers.
Provide polyester tapes or rope pull cords with a tensile strength of at least 1200 lb.
Provide heavy duty, non-metallic, non-corrosive cable racks that can support a minimum dead load of 300
lbs. Ensure cable racks are resistant to the effects of oils, hydrocarbons, common esters, ketones, ethers, or
amides. Ensure cable racks are adjustable between 8 in. and 14 in. wide. Do not provide grounding or
insulators for cable racks.

3.

CONSTRUCTION
Check existing conduit and ground boxes.

3.1.

Preparation of Conduit, Ground Box or Manhole. Pull a mandrel through empty conduits. Use a mandrel
with a diameter greater than 70% of the inside diameter of the conduit and 2 in. length. Repair or replace
conduit runs that will not allow passage of the mandrel. Replace conduit deemed impractical to repair or
remains unsuitable in accordance with Item 618, “Conduit.” Clean the conduit by pulling a rubber swab
slightly larger in diameter than the conduit.
Blow compressed air through conduits that contain wires. Remove debris from the conduit by pushing a fish
tape through the conduit. Do not use water to clear debris. Retest the conduit by blowing compressed air.
Install 1 pull cord in each conduit for use in installing the conductors, cables, or innerduct. Leave 1 pull cord
in each conduit after the conductors, cables, or innerduct have been installed.
Remove silt and debris from ground boxes or manholes prior to installing cable.

3.2.

Installation of Ground Box or Manhole. Furnish new ground boxes or manholes as directed. Install ground
boxes or manholes as shown the plans or as directed.
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Backfill disturbed surface with material equal in composition and density to the surrounding area. Replace
surfacing material with similar material to an equivalent condition.
3.3.

Installation or Adjustment of Ground Box or Manhole Covers. Remove, dispose, and install ground box
or manhole covers as shown on the plans or as directed. Adjust ground box or manhole covers as shown on
the plans or as directed. Adjustment may include welding, raising, or lowering.
Backfill disturbed surface with material equal in composition and density to the surrounding area. Replace
surfacing material with similar material to an equivalent condition.

3.4.

Installation of Junction Box. Locate conduit fittings in conduits carrying fiber optic cables. Replace the
conduit fitting and associated section of conduit with a junction box. Install junction boxes as shown on the
plans.

3.5.

Installation of Cable Rack Assembly. Install cable racks to permit coiling of conductors or cables without
violating the manufacturer's minimum bending radius. Install 2 cable rack supports and 4 adjustable levels on
each support, at a minimum, on each wall of the ground box or manhole as shown on plans or as directed.
Anchor the cable rack support permanently to the ground box wall with mechanical or powder actuated
fasteners. Use fasteners with an ultimate pull out strength of at least 2500 lb. and ultimate shear strength of
at least 3000 lb. Provide sufficient cable supports for the particular number of conductors or cables coiled or
passing through the ground box or manhole as shown on the plans or as directed.

4.

MEASUREMENT
This Item will be measured by the foot of conduit cleared, tested, replaced and repaired, by each cable rack,
junction box, ground box, or manhole installed or prepared, and by each ground box or manhole cover
replaced or adjusted.

5.

PAYMENT
The work performed and materials furnished in accordance with this Item and measured as provided under
“Measurement” will be paid for at the unit price bid for “Conduit (Prepare),” “Junction Box (Install),” “Manhole
(Install),” “Ground Box (Install),” “Manhole (Prepare),” “Ground Box (Prepare),” “Cover (Replace)” of the sizes
specified, “Cover (Adjust),” and “Cable Rack Assembly (Install).” This price is full compensation for cleaning
and testing conduit, ground boxes, and manholes; furnishing and installing pull cords, ground boxes,
manholes, junction boxes, and cable racks; excavating and backfilling; adjusting ground boxes and manholes
covers; disposal of unsalvageable material; and equipment, materials, labor, tools, and incidentals.
Repair of existing conduit will be paid for by the Department in accordance with Article 9.7., “Payment for
Extra Work and Force Account Method.”
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